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Observability, security, and search solutions — powered by the Elasticsearch Platform.


Elastic overview
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ELK Stack

Search and analytics, data ingestion, and visualization – all at your fingertips

	Kibana
	Elasticsearch
	Integrations


ELK Stack overview
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Elastic Cloud

Find answers that matter with Elastic on your preferred cloud provider.

Cloud overview

PartnersContact salesJoin our serverless preview
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Observability

Unify app and infrastructure visibility to proactively resolve issues.

	Log monitoring
	Application performance monitoring
	Infrastructure monitoring
	Synthetic monitoring
	Real user monitoring
	Universal profiling
	AIOps
	OpenTelemetry


Observability overview
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Security

Protect, investigate, and respond to cyber threats quickly and at scale.

	Continuous monitoring
	Threat hunting
	Investigation and incident response
	Automated threat protection


Security overview
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Search

Accelerate search results across any cloud and increase personalization.

	Generative AI
	Search applications
	Ecommerce
	Website
	Workplace search
	Customer support


Search overview
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By industry

	Public sector
	Financial services
	Telecommunications
	Healthcare
	Technology
	Retail and Ecommerce
	Manufacturing and automotive


View all industries
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By solution

Give customers the flexibility, speed, and scale to find what's next.

	Observability
	Security
	Search


View customer stories



Customer spotlight
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Learn how Cisco transforms its search experience with AI
Read more
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Learn how RWE powers its renewable energy trading business
Read more
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Learn how Comcast boosts engineering velocity and innovation
Read more
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Developers

Dive in to everything related to code, forums, and groups.

	Community
	Forum
	Downloads
	Search Labs
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Connect

Stay up to date with the latest tech topics, innovations, and news.

	Events
	Blog
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Learn

Grow your skills and open doors for future success.

	Getting started
	Elastic resources
	Consulting services
	Trainings & certifications
	Security Labs
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Help

Find the support you need, no matter the topic.

	Contact us
	Support center




See what's happening at Elastic
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See our demo gallery
Read more
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Get started with Elasticsearch
Watch now
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What's new in Elastic 8.13
Read more
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Explore Elastic with your 14-day free trial

Experience the best of Elastic in the cloud. Deploy any type of data in any cloud, or multiple clouds.
Due to data limitations, AI and machine learning features in the trial are limited.

Start free trial
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Feature Overview
Use Elastic to
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Ingest


Ingest your own data with the integrations that fit your environment and explore your data with pre-built dashboards.
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Store


Take advantage of searchable snapshots to store anything and everything in the most cost effective way.
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Scale


Scale resource capacity automatically (i.e, data or machine learning nodes) to support jobs of all sizes.
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Analyze


Gain actionable insights in real time across your environment with interactive visualizations.













Free Trial Overview
Get started with your trial in minutes

Know before you go: here's what you can expect from your Elastic free trial experience.





	1: Sign up



Sign up for a free account—no credit card required.
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	2: Create deployment



Select your preferred cloud provider, then name and launch your first deployment in minutes.
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	3: Ingest data



Ingest your data or start exploring our sample data sets immediately to unlock the power of Elastic and see the full range of visibility and insights available.
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	4: Explore data



Dig in and explore all that you can do with the power of Elastic, from visualizing your data, finding anomalies, setting up monitoring, and so much more!
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Cloud trial benefit
What comes with the Elastic free trial?

Our free trial comes with robust features and storage, comprehensive documentation and support, and everything you need to see how Elastic can benefit your business once your trial is complete.
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Fast, easy deployment


Just select your preferred cloud provider, your deployment region, hardware profile, and we’ll take care of the rest.
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The latest and greatest


Our free trial experience always gives you the latest version of Enterprise Search, Observability, Security, and the Elastic Stack.
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Powerful, right out of the box


Leverage features, such as autoscaling and anomaly detection, to extend what’s possible with the Elastic Stack.
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Robust data storage


Get up to 360GB of storage during your trial so you can play and experience the value Elastic provides.
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Fully customizable


Extensive plugins, integrations, and customizable settings to create a realistic, accurate proof of concept of how Elastic could power your data.













Helping industry leaders make the most of their data
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Cloud trial FAQ

Explore some of the most frequently asked questions about our Cloud Trial experience. For more FAQ about Elastic in general, check out our FAQ page.





What is Elastic Cloud (Or Elasticsearch Service)?




Elasticsearch Service is hosted and managed Elasticsearch and Kibana brought to you by the creators of Elasticsearch. Elasticsearch Service is part of Elastic Cloud and ships with features that you can only get from the company behind Elasticsearch, Kibana, Beats, and Logstash. Elasticsearch is a full text search engine that suits a range of uses, from search on websites to big data analytics and more.


How do I get started with my trial? 




Start with your 14-day trial and you can be up and running with your free trial in less than 5 minutes.


What if I am already working with a cloud provider?   




Great! Deploy Elastic through the providers you're already working with and maximize ROI on your committed spend.
	Elastic on AWS
	Elastic on Google Cloud
	Elastic on Microsoft Azure










The power of Elastic

Get inspiration from how technology leaders are making the most of their data with Elastic.
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Accolade



See how Elastic on AWS helped Accolade double developer productivity.



Read more
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Sovren



Learn how Sovren went from proof of concept to a customer-ready product in 3 weeks with Elasticsearch.



Read more
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Personal Capital



Read how Personal Capital protects their customers and wealth management systems with Elastic Security.



Read more
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Take your next step with Elastic

Ready to take the plunge and see what Elastic can do for you? Get started in minutes.

Start free trial
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